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Introduction

The growing experimental philosophy movement has been keenly interested in the intuitions behind our moral decisions and beliefs (e.g. Sytsma and Livengood 2015; Knobe and Nichols 2017). Much work has been done based on the psychological mechanisms underlying our decisions to hurt others (e.g. Greene 2016). The psychological basis for our helping intuitions, decisions and beliefs have received comparably little attention. This paper is a step in correcting this imbalance.

We make moral decisions every day, including decisions on whom and how much to help. On a given day, I might decide to give a sum of money to a homeless person or to donate to a charitable organisation. Philosophical reflection can help us assess whether our moral intuitions, decisions and beliefs are right or wrong. In other words, it can tell us what the moral truth is. It can also help us assess what we ought to believe is morally right – which moral intuitions, decisions and beliefs are justified. So much for philosophical reflection. What about psychology, neuroscience and cognitive science?

It is doubtful whether they can tell us much about which moral decisions are right. However, they can certainly help us to judge certain decisions as more or less justified. There are several ways to do that. In this paper, I argue that moral intuitions and decisions are justified to
the extent that they respond to morally relevant factors. I also examine the extent to which our helping decisions and intuitions do that.

I will be considering, on the one hand, helping decisions regarding identified victims and statistical victims and, on the other – decisions to help and decisions on the size of help. Whereas the distinction between helping identified and statistical victims is clear, the difference between a decision to help and a decision on the size of help may seem unhelpful and artificial. After all, the two decisions seem to occur simultaneously and impossible to tell apart. One could plausibly claim that there is just one decision – to help person X in some way. However, they can be distinguished in a controlled environment of a psychological study.

Psychological research allows us to ask the following questions: Are our decisions more justified when helping identified victims or statistical ones? Are we more justified when we decide whom to help, or when we decide on the size of the help? The paper answers both.

Section 1 consists in a description of the relevant psychological research. Section 2 contains a short description of the positive and negative versions of ‘the argument from What Our Intuitions Track’, as it has been presented by Guy Kahane (2013; 2016). Section 3 combines the two and presents two claims: that our decisions to help statistical victims are more justified than our decisions to help identified ones, and that our decisions on whom to help are more justified than our decisions on the size of the help. Summary and discussion follow.

Psychological Research

The identifiability effect refers to a greater willingness to help identified people rather than merely statistical ones. Ever since the distinction was first introduced in the late 1960s (Schelling 1968), the psychological bias has been in the lab and in the field. For example, we have learned that people’s donations to a child in-need are 60% larger when its name, age and photograph are provided (Kogut and Ritov 2005a), that we are more willing to share our money with others when given their identifying information (Bohnet and Frey 1999), and that donations to a charitable organization are larger if the participants are told the beneficiaries have been chosen in advance (Small and Loewenstein 2003).

There are good reasons to believe that the bias is driven by negative affect and empathic pain. In one of the aforementioned studies, it
was shown that the greater generosity towards an identified victim has its basis in a stronger emotional reaction, and the participants reported a greater compassion towards identified victims (Kogut and Ritov 2005b). We also know that negative affect evoked by empathic pain leads to greater donations and increases prosocial behaviours (Small and Verrochi 2009; Hein et al. 2010; Masten et al. 2011).

Based on those insights, a recent series of studies conducted by Szumowska et al. (2018, unpublished manuscript) aimed to examine whether the identifiability effect can be explained using the motivational readiness framework (Kruglanski et al. 2014). The results of the studies are worth a closer look, as they will serve the philosophical argument in Section 3.

In a nutshell, the motivational readiness theory explains willingness to act as determined by an interaction of two ingredients: Want and Expectancy.

\[ MR = f(W, E) \]

Want refers to an individual’s desire of some sort. Expectancy refers to the individual’s subjective assessment of the probability that he will be able to satisfy the desire. Want is the main, crucial and indispensable driver of motivational readiness. There may exist some motivational readiness in the absence of Expectancy, but not in the absence of Want. Expectancy merely makes Want satisfaction seem more realistic, it serves an assisting role. Also, there is a minimal threshold level of both Want and Expectancy that needs to be reached for an individual to act.

The researchers run a series of studies in which they presented the participants with hypothetical cases and asked how much money they would be willing to donate to fund a medical procedure saving the life of a child (or of multiple children). Participants’ affective response was measured, as well as the levels of their Want (desire to help) and Expectancy (perceived likelihood of success). They were also asked to decide whether they would wish to help the child and how much they would want to donate. Some of the presented scenarios involved identified victims and some involved statistical ones, which allowed the researchers to compare the participants’ reactions. In those studies, identified victims were identified by names and were singular. The statistical victims were neither.

The results showed that the participants’ experienced a stronger negative affective response when presented with cases involving identi-
fied victims than when presented with cases involving statistical ones. The negative affect predicted \textit{Want} but had no effect on \textit{Expectancy}. Both \textit{Want} and \textit{Expectancy} were significant predictors of the decision to donate to identified victims. When it comes to the decision on the magnitude of help, only \textit{Want} was a significant predictor of the declared amount when both variables were included in the equation. Only \textit{Expectancy} was a significant predictor of the decision to help statistical victims, \textit{Want} had either a marginal effect or no effect at all.

Having established the psychological facts about helping decisions and intuitions, let us now sketch the philosophical argument we will use in combination with the empirical evidence to reach normatively valuable conclusions.

The Argument from What Our Intuitions Track

It is doubtful whether we can infer what we ought to do from psychological evidence without adding controversial metaethical premises. There are, however, ways to infer not what we ought to do, but what we ought to believe we ought to do. Our moral intuitions, judgements, beliefs and decisions stem from internal processes and mechanisms. Knowledge about the origins of those processes, what they are influenced by or responsive to, can affect our views about the justification of beliefs that stem from those processes.

Let us now take a closer look at the argument from what our intuitions track (Kahane 2013; 2016). It uses empirical evidence concerning what our intuitions are responsive to (or, in other words, what they track). If they respond to factors which are morally irrelevant, we can conclude that the beliefs are unjustified, in so far as they respond to the morally irrelevant factor.

Negative Argument from What Our Intuitions Track
\begin{itemize}
\item P1. Empirical. Our intuitions that \( p \) respond to \( X \).
\item P2. Moral. \( X \) is not a morally relevant factor.
\end{itemize}
\textit{Therefore}
\begin{itemize}
\item C. Normative. Our belief that \( p \) lacks justification.
\end{itemize}

We can also construct a positive mirror-image of the argument, where the fact that our intuitions respond to factors that are morally relevant gives us a \textit{prima facie}, defeasible reason to hold a moral belief.
Positive Argument from What Our Intuitions Track

P1. Empirical. Our intuitions that \( p \) respond to \( X \).
P2. Moral. Factor \( X \) is morally relevant, or at least does not seem morally irrelevant.

Therefore

C. Epistemic. We have *prima facie* reason to accept the parallel moral principle concerning \( X \).

In this way, empirical evidence about what our intuitions respond to (or track) can lead to non-trivial normative conclusions about whether a belief (or decision stemming from the intuition) lacks justification or whether we have reasons to accept it.

Both versions of the argument require an additional moral premise concerning whether the \( X \)-factor is morally relevant. In each case this can be debatable. Our assessment of the moral relevance of certain factors can itself be responding to morally irrelevant factors, be shaped by epistemically irrelevant influences, be an outcome of an epistemically defective process etc. There are, however, many cases when our intuitions respond to factors that are clearly morally irrelevant. In Section 3 I will argue that our intuitions and decisions on whom to help are like that.

More importantly, it is not unlikely for our moral intuitions to respond to many factors, some of which are morally relevant, and some are not. Again – our helping decisions are like that. In such case, we can only conclude that our moral intuitions are unjustified to the extent that they respond to morally irrelevant factors and, *vice versa*, the more they respond to morally relevant factors, the stronger our *prima facie* reasons to accept them.

Finally, we need to distinguish between a moral intuition being responsive to morally irrelevant factors and being shaped by epistemically irrelevant influences. Morally irrelevant factors are present in the scenario. Epistemically irrelevant influences affect the agent when she is making a moral judgement. To quote Kahane (2016):

“If the mere presence of an unpleasant smell in the room makes people judge that some hypothetical transgression should be punished more severely, this is an epistemically irrelevant influence. But if people judge a transgression more severely when the person committing the hypothetical transgression is described as smelly, that would (in most cases!) be a morally irrelevant factor.”
Now that we have sketched the argument in a general form, let us return to psychological research on the identifiability effect. We will see the argument applied to helping decisions.

Justification of helping decisions

Both versions of the argument from Section 2 come with two premises. Firstly, that our intuitions that $p$ respond to a factor $X$. Secondly, that the factor is or is not morally relevant. If the factor is irrelevant, our belief that $p$ lacks justification in so far as it responds to factor $X$. If the factor is morally relevant, we have prima facie reasons to hold the corresponding belief.

We need to answer two questions before we use the arguments. Which of our intuitions respond to factor $X$? And – is factor $X$ morally irrelevant?

As we have seen from the psychological research, our decisions to help are predicted by $\text{Want}$ and $\text{Expectancy}$. The decisions on the size of help are predicted by $\text{Want}$, which in turn is predicted by the negative affect. In other words, our desire to help ($\text{Want}$) responds to the negative affect. The affect, in turn, responds to the identifiability of the victim ($\text{factor } X$), which in the aforementioned studies refers to the mere presence of identifying information about the victim – a name combined with singularity of the victim. Is the identifiability of the victim a morally relevant factor? I claim that it is not.

Some have argued that there are compelling reasons to give preference to identified victims. However, such arguments focus on a different aspect of identifiability. For example, for both Caspar Hare (2012) and Johann Frick (2015) the morally relevant factor is whether the victims are certain to suffer harm, or whether it is merely probable. Neither of them sees the mere knowledge of a person’s name as a morally relevant factor. Mere identifiability is morally irrelevant. It surely is uncontroversial that whether or not we know a child’s name ought not to influence whether or not we help them.

On the other hand, $\text{Expectancy}$ is morally relevant. The subjective estimate of the likelihood of successful help is surely not morally irrelevant.

Having established that our desire to help ($\text{Want}$) responds to a morally irrelevant factor (identifiability), and that $\text{Expectancy}$ does not, and is in itself a morally relevant factor, we can use the argument from what our intuitions track to reach substantive conclusions.
1) All else being equal, our decisions to help statistical victims are more justified than our decisions to help identified victims.

Whereas in the case of identified victim the main predictor of the decision to help is *Want*, in the case of statistical victims the main predictor is *Expectancy*. *Want* responds to negative affect, which responds to a morally irrelevant factor – identifiability of the victim. *Expectancy*, which simply refers to the subjective probability of successful help, does not track a morally irrelevant factor, and is itself morally relevant. We can conclude that, all else being equal, our decisions when helping statistical victims are more justified, as they respond to a clearly morally relevant factor and do not respond to a factor that is clearly morally irrelevant.

2) All else being equal, in the case of identified victims, our decisions on whom to help are more justified than our decisions on the magnitude of help.

Both *Want* and *Expectancy* significantly predict the decision to help, but only *Want* is a significant predictor of the magnitude of help. We have established that *Want* tracks a morally irrelevant factor, and that *Expectancy* is itself a morally relevant factor. We can conclude that our decisions to help are more justified than our decisions concerning the magnitude of help. The former include a clearly morally relevant factor (*Expectancy*) whereas the latter do not. However, the fact that our decisions to help track a morally relevant factor does not mean they are justified. This is because they are also significantly predicted by *Want*, which responds to a morally irrelevant factor. What is more, *Want* is a stronger predictor of our decision to help than *Expectancy*. We can conclude that, all else being equal, our decisions to help are more justified than our decisions on the magnitude of help, but that does not mean they are justified in themselves.

**Summary and discussion**

In this paper I have argued that, based on psychological research, we have reasons to doubt our moral intuitions when helping identified victims, that our decisions on whom to help are more justified than our decisions on the size of help, and that we have *prima facie* reasons to trust our intuitions when helping statistical victims.
The paper also exemplifies the difficulties one faces when trying to reach normative conclusions concerning the justification of moral intuitions, decisions or beliefs. Our intuitions often respond to more than one factor, some of which are morally relevant, and some are not. We can assess the importance of different factors by measuring the strength of the responsiveness of the intuitions. This, however, forces us to ask additional questions about the comparative moral relevance of different factors. Finally, the fact that a moral intuition responds to a morally irrelevant factor does not mean that it responds only to that factor and that the factor is the most important one. I have presented psychological research supporting the argument that our desire to help (Want) responds to negative affect and is subject to the identifiability effect, which is clearly morally irrelevant. However, in each particular case our desire to help is likely shaped by many factors, the negative affect being just one of them. The affect itself may respond to many factors, the identifiability of the victim being just one of them.

Finally, I have shown that negative affect (and therefore our desire to help) responds to a morally irrelevant factor (the identifiability of a victim). One could also argue that responding to a negative affect is an epistemically defective process in itself, regardless of whether it tracks a morally relevant factor (Nichols 2014). This, however, is an altogether different matter.
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**Abstract**

For a long time, experimental moral philosophers have been interested in mental processes underlying decisions to harm. Psychological mechanisms behind decisions to help received far less attention. This paper
makes use of psychological research on identifiability effect to assess how justified different kinds of helping decisions are. The effect can be explained using the motivational readiness theory, which states that willingness to act is determined by an interaction of two components: Want and Expectancy. The former refers to desire of some sort and is the main driver of motivational readiness. The latter refers to subjective probability of attaining the object of Want. The ‘argument from what our intuitions track’ claims that whether a given moral belief is justified is affected by whether it responds to morally relevant factors. Research has shown that, in the case of helping decisions, only Want, but not Expectancy is predicted by negative affect, which in turn is predicted by the identifiability of the victim. Both components predict the decision to help identified victims, but only Want predicts the decision on the size of help. However, only Expectancy is a significant predictor of the decision to help statistical victims. I use two versions of the argument from what our intuitions track to make two claims: First, that our decisions to help statistical individuals are more justified than our decisions to help identified individuals; and, second, that our decisions on the size of help are less justified than our decisions whether to help at all.
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Czy i jak bardzo pomóc - o uzasadnieniu decyzji o pomocy

Abstrakt

Procesy psychologiczne towarzyszące decyzjom o tym, czy zadać komuś krzywdę, od dawna znajdują się w centrum zainteresowania eksperymentalnej filozofii moralnej. Mniej uwagi poświęca się decyzjom o pomocy. W tym artykule korzystam z badań psychologicznych nt. efektu ofiary zidentyfikowanej by ocenić w jakiej mierze uzasadnione są różne decyzje pomocy. Efekt ofiary zidentyfikowanej to prawidłowość psychologiczna w ramach której jesteśmy znacznie bardziej chętni pomagać ofiarom zidentyfikowanym (np. przy pomocy imienia lub zdjęcia) niż ofiarom niezidentyfikowanym (statystycznym). Efekt daje się wytłumaczyć przy pomocy teorii gotowości motywacyjnej (motivational readiness theory), która zakłada, że za naszą gotowość do działa-
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